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ABSTRACT
Nurses frequently transfer patients as part of their daily work. However, manual patient transfers pose a major risk to nurses’ health. Although the Kinaesthetics care conception can help address this issue, existing support to learn the concept is low. We present KiTT, a tablet-based system, to promote the learning of ergonomic patient transfers based on the Kinaesthetics care conception. KiTT supports the training of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers by two nurses. The nurses are guided by the phases (i) interactive instructions, (ii) training of transfer conduct, and (iii) feedback and reflection. We evaluated KiTT with 26 nursing-care students in a nursing-care school. Our results indicate that KiTT provides a good subjective support for the learning of Kinaesthetics. Our results also suggest that KiTT can promote the ergonomically correct conduct of patient transfers while providing a good user experience adequate to the nursing-school context, and reveal how KiTT can extend existing practices.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); User centered design; - Applied computing → Life and medical sciences; Education.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The activity to manually transfer patients is critically important as it is a frequent part of nurses’ daily work and an activity that is conducted across health systems globally. Unfortunately, nurses are strongly affected by injuries from overexertion [36] and work-related musculoskeletal disorders [44]. Injuries, like problems with the back, neck, and shoulder, can lead to sick leave [14] and long-term medical problems [30]. The manual transfer of patients poses a major risk factor for such symptoms [15, 42].

In Germany, multiple government-supported schools provide nursing-care students with a Kinaesthetics basic course that introduces the Kinaesthetics care conception [3] (henceforth referred to as Kinaesthetics). Kinaesthetics is supposed to enable patient transfers in a way so that injuries are avoided, and the health-development of nurses and patients is supported. It consists of six concepts. For instance, the concept ‘human function’ suggests that fast and too large movement steps—like a swift motion to move a patient upward in bed—should be avoided [23]. These can cause a strong effort to the patient and have an impact on nurses’ health. Unfortunately, previous work has shown that the practical application of Kinaesthetics often fails (e.g., [12, 13, 22]). After the Kinaesthetics basic course, nursing-care students are hardly supported in the learning and application of Kinaesthetics [13].

Previous work already showed that mobile technology has the potential to promote ergonomic patient transfers during work [12]. However, there is still the need for further support to foster the learning and, as part of this, training of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers [12]. We present KiTT, the Kinaesthetics Transfer Teacher. KiTT is a tablet-based system, to promote the learning of ergonomic patient transfers based on Kinaesthetics. Two nurses can use KiTT to train Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers by following three consecutive phases. KiTT supports the nurses with (i) interactive instructions to understand what is important and why (see Fig. 1A), (ii) key information to support the training of the transfer conduct (see Fig. 1B), and (iii) feedback to aid their reflection (see Fig. 1C).

To our knowledge, KiTT is the first tablet-based system that provides instructions and feedback to promote the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers. Our work contributes an evaluation in a nursing-care school that investigates how nursing-care students experience the support of KiTT for learning in a training room context.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work addresses the use of technology to support (i) learning in nursing care, and (ii) movement learning. Thus, we reviewed technical systems that cover either aspect.

2.1 Systems that Support Learning in Nursing Care

Most previous work related to learning systems in nursing care focused on skills that nurses require to care for patients. These include the administration of medication [11], and the placement of a catheter [16] or nasogastric tube [5]. In comparison, only few past work aimed to preserve nurses’ health by promoting the learning of ergonomic patient transfers.

Wen et al. [47] proposed a system that tracks a user during the transfer of a patient with a slide sheet and provides visual feedback on a screen. To our knowledge, the system was not evaluated with end-users. Huang et al. [25] introduced a system to train the transfer of a patient from a bed into a wheelchair. Users are tracked during training. Afterward, a desktop computer interface presents users with a checklist and videos for feedback. The authors conducted an experiment in which five participants trained with the system, while five other participants used a textbook and demonstration video. During training, the participants transferred a human who simulated a patient. The authors’ results indicate a higher performance improvement for the participants who used the system. Kopetz et al. [29] designed and investigated a smart glasses application that provides instructions for a patient transfer (bed to wheelchair). The authors evaluated the application with 29 nursing-care students. They compared participants’ initial performance (pre system use) with participants’ performance during the use of the smart glasses. A researcher simulated the patient during the evaluation. The authors’ results suggest that smart glasses have the potential to support skills training. Finally, past research also explored the use of a robot patient for the training of patient transfers (e.g., [24]).

In regard to Kinaesthetics, there are two commercial apps that were launched in the past [27]: The smartphone app ‘MH Kinaesthetics’ is limited to images and texts about Kinaesthetics. The tablet app ‘Kinaesthetics Care’ was supposed to train persons who look after a relative in need of care. It supported the training of transfers by videos and texts. However, the app is no longer available in the Google Play Store and was, to our knowledge, not evaluated. Furthermore, Dürr et al. [12] conducted an ‘in-the-wild’ evaluation of NurseCare, a smartphone-based system to promote the learning and application of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers during work. Based on their results, the authors suggest that additional support to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge in regard to Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers—e.g., in the form of a learning system that can be used in a training room at a nursing-care school—is required. In another work, Dürr et al. [13] present the results of a qualitative study that provides three themes with underlying implications for technology to support the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers. In their discussion, the authors suggest a concept for a tablet-based learning system. This inspired the design process of our work.

Overall, the reviewed research that investigated systems for the learning of patient transfers in a training room setting either used a simulated human or a robot to reflect the patient during the evaluation. To our knowledge, past research did not provide empirical evidence about how two nursing-care students experience the use
of a tablet-based system that promotes the ergonomic transfer of patients to learn together in a training room context.

2.2 Systems that Support Movement Learning

Much previous research investigated systems to support the learning of movements that are performed by a single human. For instance, past research addressed the learning of tai chi movements in virtual reality [6], violin playing with a vibrotactile jacket [46], and arbitrary single-person movements with an augmented reality mirror [1].

Aside from this, some recent work used virtual reality displays to support the learning of complex movements that involve two actors. Senecal et al. [40] introduced a system for the learning of dance movements with a virtual partner. Related, Tukala et al. [43] presented a martial arts training system that supports the interaction with virtual opponents.

Considering handheld devices, there exist several commercial movement learning and training apps. Many of these focus on single-user fitness exercises (e.g., [19]). Besides this, there is a commercial augmented reality app [10] that supports the couple practice of salsa. Users can see footsteps, augmented on the floor, that they can follow.

Overall, there are few systems that use tablets to support the learning of complex movements that involve multiple human actors. To our knowledge, previous work did not investigate the use of tablets to support the learning of complex patient transfer movements that involve two actors, close physical contacts, and verbal communications.

3 KIITT: TEACHING KINAESTHETICS-BASED PATIENT TRANSFERS WITH TABLETS

In the following, we describe the design and implementation of KiTT, the Kinaesthetics Transfer Teacher. KiTT is a tablet-based system that aims to promote the learning of ergonomic patient transfers, based on Kinaesthetics. The design process was conducted in German. All parts of the user interface shown in this section are translated into English.

3.1 Design Goals

We based our design process on the results of a previously conducted qualitative study [13]. The authors provide three themes (theme 1–3) with underlying implications to support the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers by technology. We established three goals—each related to one theme—that guided the design process of KiTT (DG1–DG3).

DG1 Support self-directed learning by instruction, training, and feedback. The results of theme 1, learning and application [13] stress the need to support the self-directed learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers. At present, nursing-care students lack an adequate support to continue learning after they participated in a Kinaesthetics basic course. The availability of professional teachers is strongly limited. During basic courses, teachers typically follow a procedure with three main components: (i) instruction, (ii) training—original wording: “practice”—, and (iii) feedback. When designing KiTT, we aimed to support the self-directed learning by two nurses after participation in a Kinaesthetics basic course. We structured the learning by the aforementioned three components to provide users with a familiar basis.

DG2 Support practical experiences from the ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ perspective and the reflection on these experiences. The results of theme 2, experience [13] show that teachers see practical experiences as an important part of Kinaesthetics courses. Students usually train patient transfers while enacting the roles ‘patient’ and ‘nurse.’ Taking on the ‘patient’ role can increase students’ understanding of human movement possibilities and patients’ feelings. Teachers also encourage students to instruct the patient to participate in the transfer, as effective movement and action dialogues can help to reduce the load on the body of the nurse who interacts with the patient [7]. Furthermore, teachers encourage students to think about their training experiences. This process is frequently guided by risky behaviors that the teacher identified. We designed KiTT to support the learning in the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient.’ To increase the understanding of correct nurse-patient interactions, KiTT exemplifies the patient’s active involvement in a transfer. Finally, KiTT was designed to aid the reflection on training experiences in association with risky behaviors.

DG3 Support the link between theory, body, and movement for diverse patient transfer situations. The results of theme 3, body and movement [13] highlight that different patients might require different ways to transfer them. For example, nurses sometimes need to transfer patients with a higher or a lower movement capability—e.g., a partly mobile patient in rehabilitation vs. a mostly immobile patient who requires intensive care. Depending on the situation, different parts of Kinaesthetics might be more or less relevant. Teachers typically illustrate how Kinaesthetics as a theory can help to understand the human body and its movement capabilities, and how this can ease patient transfers during different situations. When designing KiTT, we considered the need to support the learning of different patient transfer situations. We also aimed to provide a close link between Kinaesthetics and its application, as this might aid students’ understanding of how Kinaesthetics can support them to handle different patient transfer situations ergonomically.

3.2 Design Process

As part of our design process, we created content together with nursing-care teachers (N = 4) and conducted a formative evaluation of KiTTp, a prototype of KiTT with nursing-care students (N = 18).

Content Creation. To facilitate the instruction of learners (see DG1), we created animations for eight Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers. We used 3d motion capturing to record transfers for three movement scenarios that nurses often need to carry out: (i) transfer a patient upward in bed, (ii) transfer a lying patient to sit at the bedside, (iii) transfer a patient from the bedside into a wheelchair. Related to DG2, for each scenario, we captured transfers that are suitable for patients with different movement capabilities. The captures were created with a professional Kinaesthetics teacher who had 16 years of experience with Kinaesthetics. The teacher demonstrated the transfers with a student who acted as the patient (see Fig. 2A). We captured the transfers with two body-worn Perception
Neuron suits (version ‘V1’) [35] and post-processed the best captures with iClone (version ‘7’) [26]. This resulted in one animation for each of the eight transfers. We reworked the animations based on the feedback of four nursing-care teachers (two female). The teachers were between 31 and 61 years old (\( M = 49.00, \ SD = 10.32 \)) and had, on average, 14.75 years of experience with Kinaesthetics (\( SD = 2.28 \)). Fig. 2b shows an example of the final result.

Each animation consists of different steps. Besides feedback for animations, we also asked the nursing-care teachers how Kinaesthetics can help to carry out the different parts of each patient transfer, and what other information might be relevant to a learner and why. Based on the teachers’ input, we created instruction texts for the different steps of each transfer. The texts were evaluated by the teacher who supported the motion capturing, and afterward corrected. The teacher also helped us to render videos from the animations. The videos change the visual perspective on the transfer, dependent on the information that is—according to the Kinaesthetics teacher—most relevant for the respective step. Finally, for the motion capturing, we instructed the teacher to communicate with the student, similar to a real patient. The recorded audio track exemplifies how a nurse can instruct a patient to participate in a patient transfer (see Fig. 2c).

KiTTpt, a prototype of KiTT. We used the design goals (DG1-DG3) and qualitative input from the teachers who supported the content creation to design and implement KiTTpt, a prototype of KiTT (see Fig. 2c). We aimed to support mobile use and the use of the app in a training room at a nursing-care school. Two nurses can use KiTTpt on two iPads to learn together. The prototype was formatively evaluated with 18 nursing-care students (15 female), who participated in nine dyads. They were between 19 and 30 years old (\( M = 23.11, \ SD = 3.5 \)). Each dyad received a pair of iPads with chargers (screen diagonal 9.7”). For each dyad, we initially introduced KiTTpt. As part of this introduction, we explained KiTTpt. Subsequently, we asked the dyad to learn a randomly assigned transfer with KiTTpt.

After the initial use, the participants filled the User Experience Questionnaire [31], and we captured their first impressions with a semi-structured interview. Afterward, the participants took the iPads with them for seven days. We asked them to explore all of the patient transfers offered by KiTTpt and to use the app at least three times to learn together. After the ‘in-the-wild’ use, we conducted a second semi-structured interview to ask about the participants’ experiences with KiTTpt. The participants received 50 Euro as compensation.

The results of the User Experience Questionnaire indicate that the app’s attractiveness (\( M = 1.83 \)) and the hedonic quality aspects (\( M = 2.00 \)) were rated higher than the pragmatic quality aspects (\( M = 1.39 \)). The formative evaluation revealed multiple usability problems that might be related to the lower rating of the pragmatic quality aspects. For instance, the evaluation showed that KiTTpt’s guidance along the learning process was not strict enough, and revealed limitations in the support of the roles ‘patient’ and ‘nurse.’ Also, KiTTpt did not include a feedback for risky behaviors that occurred during the patient transfer, yet. The final implementation of KiTT provides a stricter guidance along the learning process, a clear assignment and a deeper embedding of the roles ‘patient’ and ‘nurse,’ and feedback for risky behaviors. Besides this, we also addressed multiple other problems that the formative evaluation helped to uncover.

When addressing the problems that we identified in the formative evaluation, we focused on fixing the most relevant problems with the available resources until the date for the evaluation of the final implementation (schedule dictated by the research project that founded our work). Although the formative evaluation showed that there were still some limitations in the animations’ quality, we did not improve the animations’ quality further due to resource limitations.

3.3 KiTT: The Final Implementation

KiTT is an iPad app that was created with Unity 3D [45]. KiTT was developed in the context of a larger research project. For the final implementation, we implemented an interface to connect KiTT to
Support the self-directed learning by instruction, training, and feedback. KiTT provides a Menu to select a patient transfer for learning. Afterward, the nurses are guided by the phases Phase I: Interactive instructions, Phase II: Training of transfer conduct, and Phase III: Feedback and reflection. For an overview, see Fig. 3.

Menu. The app KiTT makes use of a two-level menu. In the top-level menu (see Fig. 3, Menu), the nurses can select a patient transfer scenario for learning (e.g., to sit up a patient to the bedside). Afterward, the second-level menu provides an overview on different transfers for the selected scenario. The offered transfers differ in their suitability for patients with different movement capabilities (also see implementation description [DG9]). After the nurses select a patient transfer, they are asked to distribute the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ (also see implementation description [DG9]). Only one nurse can control the menu. Each nurse receives their own user color—yellow or cyan—which is shown in the top right corner (e.g., yellow humanoid icon in Fig. 3). Both nurses see the corners of a rectangle around the menu. The rectangle corners are colored in the user color of the nurse who has control over the menu (e.g., yellow in Fig. 3, Menu).

Phase I: Interactive instructions. In phase I, KiTT provides a view on a 3d animation of the patient transfer that the nurses learn together (see Fig. 3, Phase I, right). Based on ARKit [2], the 3d animation can be placed on a real-world surface and viewed in augmented reality. Both nurses can view the same 3d animation, scale and rotate it by touch gestures, and walk around it to watch it from different perspectives. The nurses can discuss the patient transfer in relation to the 3d animation that they both see at the same physical location in the real world. Although our approach only provides a loose connection between the physical context and the virtual content, the place-independent implementation can allow for a future mobile use at different real-world locations [28]. KiTT offers a brief augmented reality tutorial at the beginning of phase I. We added the tutorial after the formative evaluation, as we aimed to make the final version of KiTT self-explaining. The tutorial asks a nurse to walk to blue spheres to familiarize themselves with the navigation by physical locomotion. The tutorial can be skipped. The 3d animation can be controlled by buttons and a timeline (see Fig. 3, Phase I, bottom). The timeline is split according to the steps of the patient transfer. Both nurses can watch the 3d animation independent from one another. Two triangles—in the respective user color—indicate which part of the 3d animation each of the nurses currently watches. If the nurses want to discuss a part of the 3d animation, one nurse can drag the triangle with his/her user color to the position of the co-learner’s triangle. In contrast to the playback of the 3d animation, the scaling and rotation of the 3d animation by touch gestures is synchronized between the iPads. This decision was made to give the nurses a better foundation for discussions. There are four buttons on the left of the timeline. From left to right, these support: (i) the playback/pause of the animation, to jump to (ii) the previous or (iii) the next step of the transfer, and (iv) to switch between a looping playback of the current step and a playback of the hole patient transfer. The two buttons right of the timeline support: (i) the enabling/disabling of an audio track that exemplifies the correct instruction of the patient, and (ii) the enabling/disabling of a subtitle for the audio track. Finally, there is a side panel with two tabs on the left of the screen. The left tab provides an overview on key aspects that should be considered for the conduct of the patient transfer (e.g., to adjust the bed elevation properly). The right tab provides information for the patient transfer step that a nurse currently views in the 3d animation. This includes a description of how the respective step should be conducted, as well as explanations of relevant parts of Kinaesthetics where appropriate (e.g., the concept ‘human movement’, in Fig. 3, Phase I).

Phase II: Training of transfer conduct. After both nurses explored the instructions for a patient transfer, KiTT provides a step-by-step support during the training of the transfer conduct (see Fig. 3, Phase II). In phase II, both iPads are fully synchronized. The nurse who conducts the patient transfer can use one or both iPads to receive key information about the conduct of each transfer step (e.g., by putting an iPad on a nightstand like shown in Fig. 1b). KiTT provides a short audio instruction for each step of the transfer. Additionally, each step is visualized in the form of a short video sequence. The video changes the visual perspective dependent on the information that is most relevant for each part of the transfer (see section 3.2). The nurse who conducts the patient transfer can tap the left or right portion of the screen to access the previous or next step in the transfer. A tap in the screen’s middle pauses or resumes the video playback. The three functionalities can also be accessed by the small buttons on the left of the timeline. The button on the right of the timeline allows the muting and unmuting of the audio instructions.

Phase III: Feedback and reflection. After the training, KiTT provides feedback and supports the nurses in their reflection. An RGB camera is used to record the training of the nurses in Phase II (see Fig. 1b). In Phase III, the nurses can rewatch their training in form of a video that is shown on the right side of the user interface (see Fig. 3, Phase III). KiTT can provide feedback for seven risk categories: (i) bed elevation not adjusted for ergonomic work, (ii) arms bent when moving the patient, (iii) own body alignment contrary to movement direction of patient, (iv) small support base, (v) legs stretched out/no squat, (vi) risky bending of the back, (vii) grabbing of a ‘space between bodily masses’ (e.g., the waist [23]). The risk categories were defined based on input of nursing-care teachers (N = 5). The panel on the left side provides two tabs. If the left tab is active, the panel shows an overview on how frequently a risky behavior was detected for each of the risk categories. The timeline below the video supplements this information by highlighting the time frames for which a risky behavior was detected during the
KiTT provides a menu to select a patient transfer for learning. Afterwards the learning is guided by three phases: In phase I, nurses are provided with interactive instructions to help them understand what is important about the selected transfer and why. In phase II, the nurses receive key information to help them train the transfer together. In phase III, the nurses are provided with feedback and encouraged to think about what they did and how they can improve next time. After phase III, the nurses can either repeat the phases I–III to deepen their understanding of the learned transfer, or select a different transfer for learning. (material design icons, © Google LLC; 3d avatars, © Reallusion Inc.; 3d hospital furniture, © TurboSquid Inc.)

training of the nurses. A nurse can click the button on the left of the timeline to play/pause the video. Similar to Phase I, a triangle in the respective user’s color indicates which part of the recording each of the nurses currently watches. Inspired by the Information-Seeking Mantra [41], the nurses can access details about the time frames for which a risky behavior was detected on-demand. The right tab in the side panel is linked to the timeline. The shown details are related to the position of the triangle in a nurse’s own user color on the timeline. The detail-view provides the nurses with (i) a reflective question, (ii) an explanation of why the behavior is
risky, and (iii) information about how the risky behavior can be avoided in the future (see Fig. 3, Phase III). The nurses can use the feedback to reflect on their experiences individually and discuss them with their co-learner (see Fig. 1c).

Support practical experiences from the ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ perspective and the reflection on these experiences. KiTT encourages the nurses to alternate between the roles ‘patient’ and ‘nurse.’ After selecting a patient transfer, the nurses can make the role assignment. During Phase I–III, the respective role of each nurse is shown in the upper right corner (see Fig. 3, Phase I–III). The texts in KiTT differ for the roles ‘patient’ and ‘nurse.’ For example, if the risky behavior arms bent when moving the patient was detected, KiTT provides the ‘patient’ with the reflective question “Did the movement feel natural to you as a patient?,” and the ‘nurse’ with the question “Did you find the movement strenuous?”.

Support the link between theory, body, and movement for diverse patient transfer situations. KiTT supports the learning of patient transfers for patients with different movement capabilities. These range from patients who are physically ‘very mobile’—e.g., patients who have a mental disease—to patients who are ‘very immobile’—e.g., patients who are in a coma. Throughout all three phases of the learning process, KiTT provides a close link between Kinaesthetics and the ergonomic movement of the patient’s body. In Phase I, the Kinaesthetics theory is entangled with a demonstration of the transfer conduct. In Phase II, a concise audio track provides theoretical key information while a video visualizes the correct application. In Phase III, the feedback provides theoretical input about how risky behaviors can be avoided.

4 EVALUATION: A USER STUDY IN A SKILLS-LAB CONTEXT AT A NURSING-CARE SCHOOL

Skills-labs are training rooms in nursing-care schools. Kinaesthetics basic courses usually take place in a skills-lab, if such a room is available. Skills-labs typically contain hospital beds and other medical equipment. The final implementation of KiTT was designed to support the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers by two nurses in a skills-lab. To our knowledge, previous research did not provide empirical evidence for the use of a tablet-based system that promotes the learning of ergonomic patient transfers in a skills-lab at a nursing-care school. To determine how well a system like KiTT addresses nurses’ needs, we conducted a qualitative mixed-methods user study with 26 nursing-care students in a skills-lab context at a nursing-care school. We addressed three research questions (RQs).

RQ1: Does a system like KiTT provide a high user experience, adequate to support nurses’ learning in a skills-lab context?

RQ2: To what extent can a system like KiTT promote the learning of Kinaesthetics for the ergonomic transfer of patients?

RQ3: How can a system like KiTT integrate into and extend conventional practices to support the learning of Kinaesthetics?

4.1 Participants

26 nursing-care students (21 female) participated in the user study. They formed 13 dyads. The nursing-care school that supported the study and the participants were different from the ones who aided our design process. During the study, all participants went to class at the nursing-care school that supported the study. The participants were between 19 and 29 years old (M = 21.54, SD = 2.04). All participants were in the fifth semester of their education. They had all participated in a Kinaesthetics basic course. One participant only participated in the first two of three course days.

4.2 Apparatus

The user study was conducted in a room in a nursing-care school. The room was not the school’s skills-lab (otherwise occupied). We equipped the room with a hospital bed and a wheelchair to reproduce the setting of a skills-lab. We used two Apple iPad 2018 (screen diagonal 9.7”) for the study. Each iPad was provided with a cover that can be converted to a stand. We used a large printed marker to denote an ‘instruction area’ on the floor, next to the hospital bed that the nurses used for training. The 3D animation was visualized above the ‘instruction area.’ We used a router and a computer for the communication between the iPads, and to forward data about detected risky behaviors and the stream of a Logitech C920 webcam [33], that recorded the nurses during their training, to both iPads. The computer had a 6th generation Intel i7 CPU, 32 GB RAM, and a GeForce GTX 745 installed. As stated in section 3.3, our project partners worked on a software component to detect risky behaviors during the training of patient transfers. As the component was not completed in time for the evaluation of KiTT, we simulated the detection of risky behaviors by use of the Wizard of Oz method. We implemented a user interface that allows it to press a keyboard key to simulate the detection of a risky behavior related to any of the seven risk categories. A research assistant monitored the training of the participants. If the research assistant detected a risky behavior, she pressed the corresponding keyboard key for the duration in which the risky behavior was present. Although the research assistant was no expert in Kinaesthetics, she had worked on a larger research project related to the topic for two years and was familiar with Kinaesthetics and the risk categories.

4.3 Procedure

The study duration was 120 min per dyad. It consisted of an introduction, a transfer task (pre system use), a training task, a scenario-based use of KiTT, a second transfer task (post system use), and a closing interview.

Introduction. Initially, the participants were informed about all data that were collected during the study. They all consented to the collection and the later use of the data by signing an informed consent. Afterward, the participants were asked to fill a demographic questionnaire.

Transfer task (pre system use). After the introduction, each dyad member was asked to transfer a simulated patient according to a pre-defined scenario (see Fig. 4). After the transfer, each participant filled a ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire.’ Before one dyad member conducted the transfer and filled the questionnaire, the other one
was asked to leave the room. Afterward, the dyad members switched places. The patient was simulated by a research assistant (female).

**Training task.** Each dyad completed a training task to familiarize themselves with KiTT. We asked each dyad to learn a specified transfer with KiTT: the transfer of a mobile patient from the bedside into a wheelchair. We chose this transfer as it is not suitable for the scenario that we used for the pre/post transfer task and the scenario-based use (see Fig. 4).

**Scenario-based use.** After the training task, we asked each dyad to use KiTT to learn and practice for the transfer of Mrs. Maier according to the scenario that they initially received (see Fig. 4). The scenario-based use stretched at least 15 min per dyad. If 15 min were over and a dyad was currently involved in the learning of a transfer, we waited until they finished the learning process. Afterward, we ended the scenario-based use and asked each participant to fill the User Experience Questionnaire [31] and a custom 'System Evaluation Questionnaire' in the given order.

**Transfer task (post system use).** After the scenario-based use, each dyad member was asked to apply what he or she had learned with KiTT to transfer the simulated patient according to the pre-defined scenario (see Fig. 4) once more. After the transfer, the participants filled a second ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire.’ Again, one dyad member was asked to leave the room while the other conducted the transfer and filled the questionnaire. Afterward, they switched places.

**Closing.** At the end, we conducted a semi-structured interview. After their participation, the participants were informed that they should not take the app’s feedback serious as the app was still under evaluation. After all of the participants took part, we sent an additional e-mail to inform the participants about the Wizard of Oz. The participants received no financial compensation.

### 4.4 Measurements

**User Experience Questionnaire.** After the scenario-based use of KiTT, we captured participants’ experiences with the User Experience Questionnaire [31]. The questionnaire is based on a 7-point scale. Similar to the UEQ Data Analysis Tool [39], in section 4.5, we report the ratings of the User Experience Questionnaire in the range from -3 (most negative value) to 3 (most positive value).

‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’. Additionally to the User Experience Questionnaire, we asked participants to fill a custom ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ with 5-point semantic differential scales. Besides users’ experience (see RQ2), the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ includes questions about the extent to which KiTT helped to increase participants’ knowledge of Kinaesthetics, and the extent to which KiTT could help to improve the practical application of Kinaesthetics (see RQ3). Related to RQ2, the questionnaire also inquired about the extent to which the participants would consider it as desirable to integrate KiTT into conventional teaching methods. In section 4.5, we report the ratings of the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ in the range from 1 (most negative value) to 5 (most positive value).

‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’. After the pre and post system use transfer task, participants filled a custom 5-point ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ with semantic differential scales. Related to RQ1, the questionnaire includes questions about how ergonomically correct, and how conform with Kinaesthetics the participants estimate the movement sequence that they performed. In section 4.5, we report the ratings of the ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ in the range from 1 (most negative value) to 5 (most positive value).

**Semi-structured interview.** The questionnaires were complemented by a semi-structured interview. The interview allowed us to get a deeper insight into users’ experiences with KiTT, to what extent KiTT helped to promote the learning of Kinaesthetics, and how KiTT might extend conventional practices. The interview was conducted with both members of a dyad at the same time and audio recorded. We conducted a thematic analysis with Taguette [37]. The thematic analysis followed the steps described by Virginia and Clarke [4]: First, we transcribed all interviews and familiarized ourselves with the data. Second, we assigned initial codes to interesting parts of the data. Third, we sorted and compared the codes to generate themes. Fourth, we iteratively refined the themes. As part of this, we collapsed themes, broke themes down, and omitted themes that contained not enough data to support them. Fifth and sixth, we named and documented the themes, including a quantification of similar statements from the participants.

**Video recording of transfer tasks.** We used two video cameras to record the transfer tasks that the participants completed pre and post system use, and the system use itself. One camera was mounted above the bed, and one recorded participants from the side. We coded the videos of the scenario-based use with BORIS [21] to extract participants’ usage times, occurrences of technical problems, and to count the training in the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ by each participant.

**Video evaluation by a professional Kinaesthetics teacher.** Additionally to the participants’ subjective ratings, we asked a professional Kinaesthetics teacher for his opinion (male, 16 years experience with Kinaesthetics). We post-processed the video recordings of the pre and post-transfer task. For each transfer, we merged the videos that provide a view from the side and from the top. We also improved the audio quality. We created a Limesurvey [32] that allowed a rating of the videos. The teacher filled the survey at home. For

---

![Figure 4: Scenario for the patient transfer task (pre and post system use) and the scenario-based use of KiTT.](image-url)
each video, the teacher answered semantic differential scales to rate how ergonomically correct, and how conform with Kinaesthetics he estimated the movement sequence shown in the video. Additionally, for each video, the teacher provided bullet point answers about what he deemed not ergonomically correct, and not conform with Kinaesthetics. To avoid a bias, we did not inform the teacher about the context in which the videos were created before he completed the rating of all videos. The teacher was initially informed that the videos show patient transfers by nursing-care students, but not which videos we created pre and post system use. Before the teacher had rated all videos, he was neither informed that the persons in the videos had used KiTT nor that the difference between pre and post system use videos exists. The videos were balanced so that pre and post system use was mixed and so that there were at least 14 videos with other participants between two videos of the same participant. The teacher’s bullet point answers were analyzed by a thematic analysis, similar to the analysis of the interview data.

Data collection by our research partners. Besides us, two of our research partners collected data during the evaluation. One asked the participants to fill a custom questionnaire with a socio-pedagogical focus before the use of KiTT. The second collected data about the participants’ patient transfers with two tracking cameras.

4.5 Findings & Discussion

In the following, we report and discuss our findings in relation to our three research questions. Our evaluation addressed users’ experience with KiTT (RQ1), to what extent a system like KiTT can help to promote the learning and application of Kinaesthetics (RQ2), and how a system like KiTT may integrate into and extend conventional practices (RQ3). All reported results and quotes were translated from German to English. The statements of different participants are distinguished by different identifiers. An identifier consists of the letter D followed by the dyad’s number and— if required—an a and/or b to indicate the dyad member(s) (e.g., D1a = dyad 1, member a). We used t-tests to analyze the subjective ratings of the pre/post system use transfer tasks. The significance level α is at .05. Furthermore, we encountered some technical issues during the study and excluded some data as part of our analysis.

The user study was affected by two technical issues. During the scenario-based use, KiTT was restarted once for four dyads to resolve a drift-issue with the ARKit tracking (D2a, D4a, D9a, D12). Aside from the tracking issue, the stream from the RGB camera was not always shown correctly during phase III (feedback and reflection). For 13 participants, it happened once that they saw a white rectangle instead of the video of their training conduct (D1a, D2a+b, D3a+b, D5a, D6b, D7a+b, D10b, D12a+b, D13b). D9b was affected twice, and D9a thrice. Still, 18 participants completed phase III for at least one patient transfer that they trained in the role ‘nurse’ without having the white-rectangle issue on their iPad. Of the remaining eight participants, five never assumed the role ‘nurse’ during training (D1b, D4a, D8a, D10a, D11b). The participant D8b assumed the role ‘nurse’ only once and was affected by the white-rectangle issue. The members of D7 were affected by the white-rectangle issue initially and did not use KiTT to discuss their training afterward.

We excluded some data as part of the analysis related to RQ1. When we computed how long the dyads used KiTT to learn according to the scenario, we excluded the time that it took to restart KiTT when the drift-issue with the ARKit tracking occurred. When analyzing the ratings for the User Experience Questionnaire, we excluded the ratings of D2a as the participant’s data showed up as suspicious in the inconsistencies sheet of the UEQ Data Analysis Tool [39]. We also excluded some data as part of the analysis related to RQ2. The participant D10a did not complete the pre and post system use transfer tasks successfully. We, therefore, excluded the participant’s data for the analysis of the ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ and the evaluation of the transfer tasks by the professional Kinaesthetics teacher. Finally, we analyzed the ratings of the transfer tasks by the professional Kinaesthetics teacher twofold: First, for all participants except D10a. Second, we also analyzed the ratings for the 18 participants who completed phase III (feedback and reflection) for at least one patient transfer that they trained in the role ‘nurse’ without having the white-rectangle issue on their iPad. For the second measure, we excluded the eight participants mentioned above: D1b, D4a, D9a, D10a, D12b (never assumed the role ‘nurse’ during training), and D6b and D7a+b (were affected by the white rectangle issue).

User experience. The dyads used KiTT for 20.59 min on average to learn according to the scenario (SD = 3.32 min). Despite the technical limitations, the participants were mostly positive about their experience with KiTT. For example, one participant stated:

“But, I liked [KiTT], because it provided a good overview, it was clear what to do, what kind of limitations the patient has, and I liked the explanations […]” (D4a)

The ratings of the User Experience Questionnaire by 25 of the participants confirm this. KiTT’s attractiveness (M = 2.18, SD = 0.60), efficiency (M = 1.82, SD = 0.56), dependability (M = 1.72, SD = 0.64), stimulation (M = 2.30, SD = 0.58), and novelty (M = 2.18, SD = 0.70) were rated as excellent [38]. The app’s perspicuity (M = 1.25, SD = 0.83) was rated above average [38]. Also confirming participants’ positive opinion, the mean scores of the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ indicate that participants did experience the learning with KiTT as helpful, that they would recommend KiTT to a colleague, and that KiTT supported them well in learning together with their co-learner (see Fig. 5).

The data of the closing interview also suggests a mostly positive user experience. The participants named more positive than negative aspects related to the three design goals that we followed for the creation of KiTT (see Fig. 6).

Related to RQ2, the participants appreciated the familiar structuring of KiTT in the three phases (i) interactive instructions, (ii) training of transfer conduct, and (iii) feedback and reflection. Participants’ mean scores of the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ confirm that the participants found KiTT’s structure helpful to learn and practice (see Fig. 5).

“Well, I, I think that is just also this usual procedure that we have here [at school]. So we know it like this. First explaining, then training, then feedback, and then maybe another repetition.” (D13b)
The participants particularly liked it, that KiTT allows it to view the patient transfer animations from different visual perspectives, to repeat the instructions at will, and to review their performance after the training, including the highlighting of detected risky behaviors. They also appreciated that the instructions are divided into clear steps. However, the participants especially mentioned the following three limitations: They found the augmented reality tutorial initially confusing, as the tutorial’s task—to walk to blue spheres to familiarize with the navigation by physical locomotion—had nothing to do with the learning of patient transfers. As most participants quickly familiarized themselves with the use of augmented reality despite the confusion caused by the tutorial, the tutorial might be removed in the future. Also, the animations were sometimes not clear enough. The participants could sometimes not clearly identify where they should hold or move a part of the patient’s body or give an impulse to initiate a movement step. This might also be related to the fact that the animation data are, despite our efforts during
the post-processing, not entirely free of perceptible drifts. Finally, the key audio instructions during training were disabled by default. This caused some participants to miss them.

Related to **DG1**, six participants mentioned that **KiTT** stimulated them to reflect and discuss. They also appreciated it that they could train in the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient,’ as this provides different views on the transfer conduct.

*Because one can, should also feel like the patient once […] Because [to understand the patient] is always a bit difficult when you only take on the role of a nurse […] (D13a)*

However, four participants also mentioned that they missed the support to switch between the roles during training. They would have liked it to train the same transfer each, and afterward watch the feedback for both training conducts.

In regard to **DG2**, seven participants stated that the theoretical explanations helped them to aid their understanding of the patient transfers. Still, as the usage time of **KiTT** was limited, five participants also mentioned that they would require more time to fully read the theory related texts. Although two participants appreciated that **KiTT** supports the most relevant patient transfer scenarios, six of the participants suggested that **KiTT** should support more different scenarios in the future (D2a+b, D3a+b, D13b, D5b). This would be necessary for a permanent use of **KiTT**. Also, three participants wished for scenarios that consider patients with a different body mass (D11a+b), and different symptoms (D13b).

**Finding 1:** The subjective user experience of **KiTT** is good. The system provides an adequate support for the learning in a skills-lab context. The participants experienced the implementation of the design goals as mostly positive. However, there is potential to improve **KiTT**. The animations’ clarity should be enhanced, and the key audio instructions should be enabled by default. The augmented reality tutorial should either be improved or removed. While the support of the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ was appreciated, it seems promising to also allow for role changes during the training in the future. Finally, for a future more permanent use, further transfer scenarios should be supported. These might also include scenarios for patients with different body masses and symptoms.

**RQ2** **Learning of Kinaesthetics for the ergonomic transfer of patients.**

During the interview, the participants confirmed that the current support for the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers is low. One participant stated:

*And in general, I think that in regard to the whole topic of transferring patients based on Kinaesthetics, the training is lacking. We do this for one day. Maybe also one time for two days. But yes, if you are not directly in the clinic afterward and you immediately train everything once more, then you do not have all of it learned so that you can apply it and forget most of it again. [laughs]” (D7b)*

The mean scores of the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ indicate that **KiTT** helped the participants to increase their knowledge about Kinaesthetics, and that they thought that **KiTT** could help them to improve the practical application of Kinaesthetics in their daily work (see Fig. 5). The mean scores of the ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ point in the same direction (see Fig. 7).

The results of a t-test showed that the participants estimated the movement sequences that they performed after the use of **KiTT** (M = 3.52, SD = 0.75) statistically significantly more conform with Kinaesthetics than the movement sequences that they performed pre system use (M = 2.12, SD = 0.82), t(24) = 7.90, p < 0.0001. A second t-test indicated that the participants also estimated the movement sequences that they performed to transfer the simulated patient post system use (M = 3.36, SD = 0.69) statistically significantly more ergonomically correct than the movement sequences that they performed before the use of **KiTT** (M = 2.48, SD = 0.81), t(24) = 4.74, p = 0.0001. One participant confirmed in the interview that the transfer of the simulated patient felt easier after s/he had learned with **KiTT**:

*I found the … the transfer of the simulated patient now the second time [after the use of KiTT] much easier than when I just did it the way I always do it. Because, actually, you have to do less yourself*” (D13b)

However, for the video ratings of the professional Kinaesthetics teacher (see Fig. 8), a t-test showed no statistically significant effect for how conform with Kinaesthetics the teacher rated the participants performance pre (M = 1.76, SD = 0.71) and post system use (M = 1.88, SD = 0.82), t(24) = 0.51, p = 0.612. A second t-test also showed no statistically significant effect for how ergonomically correct the teacher rated the movement sequences that the participants performed before (M = 1.40, SD = 0.85) and after the use of **KiTT** (M = 1.84, SD = 0.83), t(24) = 1.70, p = 0.102.

Nevertheless, we found a statistically significant effect for the 18 participants who trained in the role ‘nurse’ and successfully conducted the feedback and reflection on their own performance for at least one transfer, without being influenced by the white-rectangle issue on their iPad (see Fig. 9). For this measure, we excluded eight participants (for details, see the second and the third paragraph of section 4.5). A t-test indicated that the teacher rated the ergonomic correctness statistically significantly higher for the movement sequences that the 18 participants performed after they used **KiTT** (M = 1.94, SD = 0.91), in contrast to before (M = 1.28, SD = 0.45), t(17) = 2.38, p = 0.029. Related to this, the participants’ statements in the interview suggest that especially **KiTT**’s support for feedback and reflection could help them to assess and improve their own behavior.

*The reflective questions. And through them, one could see if what one did was really back-friendly. So one could better reassess oneself*” (D5b)

*So I think the feedback is especially good. So that the text is next to [the video] and that it directly states what one, what I did wrong, and how it would be better to do it and what one should pay attention to.” (D11a)

Although the teacher’s video ratings reveal a significant effect in regard to how ergonomically correct 18 of the participants transferred the simulated patient, the teacher’s bullet point statements about what he deemed not ergonomically correct show no considerable difference between the types of mistakes that the participants made before and after the use of **KiTT**. However, our analysis of
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Figure 7: Mean scores of the 5-point semantic differentials in the custom ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ for all participants except D10a. Statistically significant differences are indicated by an asterisk.
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Figure 8: Mean scores of the 5-point semantic differentials that the professional Kinaesthetics teacher answered to rate the videos for all participants except D10a. We found no statistically significant differences.

For the teacher’s ratings of how conform with Kinaesthetics the 18 participants performed the movement sequences, a t-test indicated no statistically significant effect between the transfers that took place before (M = 1.72, SD = 0.56) and after the use of KIT (M = 1.94, SD = 0.85), t(17) = 0.94, p = 0.361. However, the teacher’s bullet point statements suggest that after learning with KIT, fewer participants used fast and hectic movements (n_pre = 6; n_post = 2), and that participants avoided it to make no use of their environment (n_pre = 4; n_post = 0). This can be related to the concept ‘human function’ of the Kinaesthetics care conception. The concept suggests that the movement of patients should happen in a manner that allows them to transfer their bodies weight to the environment, as this can help to protect nurses’ health [23]. For example, the bed elevation is a mistake that very many participants made pre and post system use (n_pre = 18; n_post = 15). Although KIT instructs users to adjust the bed properly and provides feedback for the issue, the participants did not adjust the bed in almost as many cases after they used KIT, as before. The high number of participants who committed the mistake suggests that future systems should provide a dominant warning for the issue, to increase the support for ergonomic work.

For the teacher’s ratings of how conform with Kinaesthetics the 18 participants performed the movement sequences, a t-test...
can be used as a supportive surface along which a nurse can transfer a patient by moving one body mass after the next to transfer the patient step by step upwards in bed. In contrast, fast movements and too large movement steps—like dragging the patient upwards in bed in one swift motion—should be avoided.

Finding 2: KiTT provides a good subjective support for the learning of Kinaesthetics. The use of KiTT led the participants to rate their performance for the transfer of a simulated patient significantly more conform with Kinaesthetics and more ergonomically correct than before. The teacher’s ratings of the video recordings confirm a significantly higher ergonomic correctness of the participants’ performance after the use of KiTT for the 18 participants who trained in the role ‘nurse’ and successfully conducted the feedback and reflection on their own performance for at least one transfer. However, the teacher’s video ratings do not show a significant pre/post system use difference for the conformity with Kinaesthetics. Still, the teacher’s bullet point statements indicate that the participants made better use of their environment and avoided fast and hectic movements after they had learned with KiTT. A long-term use of a system like KiTT might show a stronger increase in knowledge about the application of Kinaesthetics. Besides this, future supportive systems should emphasize the importance to adjust the bed to a proper elevation for work.

Integration and extension of conventional practices. According to the yes/no question in the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’, all participants could imagine the future use of KiTT. The mean scores of the ‘System Evaluation Questionnaire’ also show that the participants considered the integration of KiTT into conventional teaching methods as much desirable (see Fig. 5). When asked how they experienced KiTT in contrast to conventional practices to support the learning, eight participants mentioned that they see KiTT as superior to books (D1a+b, D9a+D10a, D11a+b). “[…] I would say if one reads through a book about how to do [a Kinaesthetics-based patient transfer], KiTT is [in comparison] of course much more clear and much easier to understand […]” (D7b)

Six participants (D1a, D9a, D7a+b, D9a+b) suggested that KiTT should be intertwined with the Kinaesthetics basic course. This could help to make sure that KiTT is introduced early on during the nursing-care students’ education, which was deemed especially important by six participants (D1b, D8a, D5b, D12b, D13a+b). An early introduction of KiTT could aid the learning of Kinaesthetics before students get used to potentially non-ergonomic work patterns.

Most participants stated that they like the idea to use KiTT for learning in the nursing-care school. Besides the use in the school’s training room, six participants suggested that KiTT might also be used in training rooms at clinics (D1a, D3b, D5a, D12a+b, D13b). Moving from the support for learning towards the practical application, nine participants proposed the use of KiTT to support them directly during their daily work (D1a+b, D2a+b, D3a+b+D1a+b, D5b).

“[…] And if they tell me, for example at the ward, ‘mobilize the patient’ [and] I still feel unsure about it, I just go to the app, can have another quick look at how it is done, and then go to the patient.” (D1a)

Although KiTT was designed with a focus on the support of learning, KiTT could be combined with a smartphone-based component like NurseCare [12] that focuses on nurses’ support during work in the future. Also related to mobile use scenarios, some participants suggested that KiTT could support them to learn at home—e.g., with a relative—(D1b, D1a, D10b, D13b), or to train transfer situations with real patients in the clinic (D3a+b, D12b).

“[…] it would be really cool if we had a tablet like that on the ward and I even think that my, well that I [met] many patients […] to which I could have gone and said ‘hey, I have a new method here, can I train it with you?’.” (D12b)

Finally, two participants emphasized that KiTT should be used “every semester” (D9b) and embedded in the existing curriculum (D5b). This embedding in the curriculum might be extended from the school to the clinic context. Five participants suggested that KiTT could be integrated into advanced training courses in the clinic (D3a+b, D5a, D9b, D10a). Furthermore, not everyone can or wants to use their free time for learning. Four participants suggested that it would be great if part of their regular school or work hours could be used for learning (D1a, D3b, D12a, D13b).

“Whereby I would also not think it a bad idea if one’s employers would offer the time to [learn with KiTT] with colleagues at the ward. Because I mean that also promotes the health of the employees […].” (D3b)

Finding 3: All participants considered a future integration of KiTT into conventional teaching methods as desirable. Based on the participants’ suggestions, KiTT should be introduced early, potentially as part of a Kinaesthetics basic course. Also, a clear integration in the existing curriculum that would allow the learning during school or work hours seems promising. Besides this, KiTT could additionally support mobile learning scenarios at home or together with patients in their respective rooms, in a clinic, in the future. Finally, to provide a more holistic support of nursing-care students, KiTT might be combined with an additional mobile component that aids the nurses during work.

5 LIMITATIONS

During the evaluation of KiTT some of the participants experienced technical issues. It is necessary to resolve these technical limitations for a future permanent use of a system like KiTT in a nursing-care school.

The evaluation of KiTT was conducted together with nursing-care students in a training room context at a nursing-care school. Although to have real end-users who use the system in their real-world school context provides a good basis to gather information with a high ecological validity, potential differences in the educational setting for other countries, and the room’s augmentation by cameras to increase the internal validity, limit the ecological validity of our findings.

Further on, while the conduct of the study at the nursing-care school allowed an access to a large number of participants and simplified the scheduling of the participants in dyads, the overall time for which we could conduct our evaluation in the training room context was limited to one week and the duration per dyad to two hours. Also, our results are mostly limited to females as there
is a strong gender inequality in the German nursing care education (e.g., see [20]), which is reflected in our sample (21 female, 5 male participants).

The detection of the seven risk categories for which KiTT provides feedback is a complex task by itself. As our research partners’ work related to the matter was not completed in time for our evaluation, we simulated the detection of risky behaviors by use of the Wizard of Oz method. Ideally, a professional Kinaesthetics teacher would have provided the input for the simulation. As this was not possible due to practical reasons, we decided to use a research assistant with context knowledge instead. Although the research assistant had two years of work experience in a research project related to Kinaesthetics and was familiar with the risk categories, her input was still based on her subjective judgment.

Furthermore, our evaluation uses a pre-post study design without a control group. This imposes a limitation in contrast to a study design with a control group. The participants applied the same scenario during the pre system use transfer task, the scenario-based use, and the post system use transfer task. It is possible that differences in the pre/post measurements are not only based on the treatment (the use of KiTT) but also influenced by a practice effect caused by a repeated training for the same scenario (repeated training for the transfer of Mrs. Maier; see Fig. 4).

Finally, our evaluation focused on the subjective experiences of the nursing-care students. We complemented our data from the nursing-care students with ratings of the pre and post system use patient transfer tasks by a professional Kinaesthetics teacher. This data helped us to gain additional insights about the nursing-care students’ performance of the transfers. Nevertheless, as the data depends on the opinion of only one person, it should be treated with care. Future work might put a stronger focus on objective measures, especially when investigating the long-term learning effects of a system like KiTT.

6 IMPLICATIONS

The implications of our work inform the design of systems that promote the learning of ergonomic patient transfers and future research in this direction. They also suggest how a system like KiTT might extend conventional practices.

In line with previous work (e.g., [13]), the results of our evaluations of KiTT stress the importance of providing support for the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers. To our knowledge, KiTT is (i) the first tablet-based system that provides instructions and feedback to promote the learning of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers, and (ii) the first such system that was evaluated in a training room context at a nursing-care school together with nursing-care students.

Our results related to (User experience) suggest that the user-centered design process of KiTT resulted in a learning system that provides a good user experience, adequate for the use in a training room context at a nursing-care school. The results show how the participants perceived the implementation of the three design goals that we followed to create KiTT. Aside from positive aspects, our results indicate that participants could not always clearly identify where they should hold part of the patient’s body and how they should move it. For a permanent use of KiTT, more precise animations should be produced. Additionally, the animations could be extended with visual highlights and hints to communicate touch positions on the patient’s body and movement directions more clearly in the future. Some participants also suggested that they would like to switch between the roles ‘nurse’ and ‘patient’ during training so that each of them can train the same transfer directly one after the other. Future work could allow for an option to switch between different roles during training and separate the training performances to provide a distinct feedback for each performance afterward. Furthermore, to facilitate a future, more permanent use of a system like KiTT, the number of supported transfer scenarios should be increased. Based on participants’ statements, future scenarios might also address the ergonomic transfer of patients with different body masses and symptoms.

Related to (Learning of Kinaesthetics for the ergonomic transfer of patients), participants’ ratings and statements indicate that KiTT provides a good subjective support for the learning of Kinaesthetics. In contrast, the ratings of the study participants’ transfers of a simulated patient by a Kinaesthetics teacher showed no statistically significant effect for how conform with Kinaesthetics the participants performed the movement sequence pre and post system use. However, the results of the teacher’s evaluation indicate that the participants made better use of their environment and avoided fast and hectic movements after they had learned with KiTT. A longer use of a system like KiTT might allow nurses to increase their knowledge about Kinaesthetics over time. It would be interesting to investigate the long-term use of a system like KiTT with real end-users ‘in-the-wild.’ For such an investigation, it would be necessary to extend KiTT with a tracking system that allows for the automatic detection of risky behaviors. This would also allow for the collection of more objective measures, like how frequently users perform different risky behaviors. Such measures could help to gain further insights about users’ performance over time. Besides this, the teacher’s ratings indicate a statistically significant difference for how ergonomically correct a subset of the participants (n = 18) performed the movement sequence pre (less correct) and post system use (more correct). Furthermore, our results suggest that, although KiTT instructs users textually to adjust the bed to a proper work elevation and provides feedback for the issue, participants still frequently missed to adjust the bed elevation after they had used KiTT. Future work should provide a dominant warning for the issue to increase ergonomic work. In KiTT, this could be done by including the adjustment of the bed as the first step of the instructions for each patient transfer. Similar to the other steps, the step could be reflected in KiTT’s timeline, and a visual animation could be used to instruct users more directly.

Our results related to (Integration and extension of conventional practices) indicate that all participants considered a future integration of a system like KiTT into conventional teaching methods as desirable. Based on participants’ statements, a holistic approach seems promising: To avoid that nurses get used to non-ergonomic work patterns, KiTT might be introduced early as part of nursing-care students education. For example, in line with the Kinaesthetics basic course, KiTT should be integrated into the educational curriculum, and the nursing-care students should be allowed to use KiTT during part of their school or work hours. An integration with
a system like NurseCare [12]—a smartphone-based system that supports the application of Kinaesthetics-based patient transfers—could help to ease the application of what students learn with KiTT in the clinic. Both systems—the smartphone-based system and KiTT—could be further developed and strongly intertwined. For example, if the smartphone-based system detects risky behaviors during the application of a patient transfer in the clinic, this information could be forwarded to KiTT to provide the respective nurse with individual recommendations for learning. Finally, KiTT could be extended with a mobile detection of risky behaviors. This would allow for an easy deployment of the system at different locations and the use of KiTT to train ergonomic transfers at home (e.g., with a relative). During our evaluation, we realized that the participants seldomly used both tablets for support during training. One of the tablets could be used to facilitate the mobile detection of risky behaviors in the future. For example, this could be accomplished with ARKit’s [2] body-tracking capabilities. This would also remove the need for an external RGB camera to record the nurses during training. Instead, the internal RGB camera of the tablet could be used to record the nurses. Some of the risky behaviors like—the risky bending of the back—could be detected by the use of thresholds (e.g., by use of simple risk metrics [34]). For the detection of risky behaviors for all seven risk categories—including categories that require it to track the patient and the nurse—a machine learning approach might provide better results.

Aside from this, the implementation of KiTT may also inform tablet-based learning systems for other scenarios. For instance, to learn partner dances, dyads could be guided by a clear structure and role assignment (follow/lead dancer), and supported by feedback for detected problems, similar to KiTT. Future work may investigate how dyads experience the learning with a system like KiTT for different scenarios. The findings illustrated in Fig. 6 show what participants saw as positive and negative aspects of KiTT. This overview might provide helpful input for the implementation of similar systems by future work. Also, especially if future work targets the clinical domain, our findings in regard to RQ2 might provide helpful information about how similar systems can be integrated into and extend existing conventional practices. Nevertheless, it should be noted that KiTT was developed for a specific application area to solve a specific problem. One should not adopt the findings of our work to other scenarios ‘blindly,’ without taking users’ needs in the targeted application area into account. Finally, future work may also investigate how systems like KiTT could be extended by other components like head-mounted augmented reality displays (e.g., [8]) or smart glasses (e.g., [9]). While tablets provide a large screen space to view instructions before and feedback after the training, a head-mounted device may allow it to improve the display of simple instructions during the training conduct by visualizing the instructions in a learner’s field-of-view, independent of where the learner looks.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented KiTT, a tablet-based system to promote the learning of ergonomic patient transfers based on the Kinaesthetics Care Conception. KiTT addresses the two issues: (i) that the manual handling of patients can pose a major risk to nurses’ health, and (ii) that existing support for the learning and training of patient transfers based on the Kinaesthetics care conception—a concept from nursing-care that can help to address the first problem—is low. The design of KiTT was supported by nursing-care teachers (N = 4) and nursing-care students (N = 18). We evaluated our final implementation of KiTT with 26 nursing-care students—who did not support the design process—in a nursing-care school. Our results indicate that KiTT provides a good user experience adequate to the nursing-school context, a good subjective support for the learning of Kinaesthetics, and that KiTT can promote the ergonomically correct conduct of patient transfers. They further reveal how KiTT can be integrated into and extend existing practices.
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